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In his Succini Historia of 1551, Duke Albrecht’s court physician, Andreas 

Aurifaber, noted that it had become common to carry amber-handled whips 

“against all types of stenches”, “for when amber is rubbed it emits a pleasant 

smell. This wonderfully promotes the spiritus animales and opens all blockages 

of the brain, thus amber’s smell not only protects against and reduces all evil 

smells but also maintains and encourages health”. While much has been written 

about the uses of amber and its derivatives in medicine and pharmacy, 

considerably less thought has been given to creation and ownership of objects 

which harness and promote amber’s perceived and actual properties. Where this 

has taken place, most publications to date have chiefly dealt with amulets – i.e. 

objects which are borne on the body – in the context of objects and the 

apotropaic, curative and thaumaturgic support they give to good health. In 

contrast, little attention has been given to objects of artistic merit which also 

make use of amber’s medical efficacy. This paper, for its part, proposes to 

explore the extent to which beliefs about amber’s medical virtues influenced its 

use in objects which belong to the category thought of as “decorative and 

applied art”.  

 

Handling amber: amber in objects of applied art intended to be held and 

warmed in the hand 

Amber has a rich material culture which includes many objects destined to be 

held or touched. This genre incorporates amber whip handles, such as the 

example presented to Laurentius Gembicki, Bishop of Culm in 1609, amber- 

handled cutlery, such as the set owned by Leonardus Marius van der Goes, 

priest at the Begijnhof in Amsterdam in 1630, amber-handled circumcision 

knives, and amber-handled penknives like those in the Royal Saxon Collections 

in Dresden, as well as other items. These objects, not unlike the amber rosaries 

– on which I have published elsewhere – would have become animated when 

warmed by the hand and subsequently exuded the characteristic smell 

commented upon by many contemporaries, which was also believed to have 
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complex physical and mental benefits. This paper investigates narratives of this 

smell and shows in which way objects and object design interact with them. It 

will illustrate just how objects in amber such as handles differed from their 

contemporary counterparts in ivory and metal and address why this was, 

highlighting the fact that their form – often incorporating many edges and 

corners – encouraged the hand to trip over the object and create friction, which, 

in turn, led to the production of heat and scent. Precisely these objects are those 

which early art-historical scholarship considered “unimportant” and which have 

consequently been little addressed in literature.  

 

Supping and eating from amber: amber the anti-venom, amber the diuretic, 

inebriating amber 

A second theme to be addressed in this paper will be contemporary notions of 

amber’s ability to highlight the presence of and to expel poison. In the context 

of eating and drinking, amber’s fabled properties of being effective against 

poison may also have played a role in its employment, particularly for drinking 

vessels.  According to the Italian author Giovanni Maria Bonardo, amber had 

the “ability by nature” to indicate the presence of venom should the two come 

into contact “by screeching and expelling its symptoms in the form of a 

rainbow”.  It may thus be no coincidence that in the royal palace in Mantua 

“two tazzette in amber” were stored together with a rhinoceros-horn goblet and 

other objects made from this material, which was famous for its capacity to 

protect against poisoning. The paper will thus ask whether the owners of such 

items as goblets, beakers, drinking fountains, and bowls of amber belonged 

primarily to the classes who feared harm by other parties, or whether their 

ownership was more widely spread. It will look at the significance of the giving 

of such items and investigate whether their gift and receipt was perceived as a 

gesture of protection, or whether the giving of a vessel for eating and drinking 

can be related to other issues, such as problems with the kidneys, bowels or 

urinary tract, which amber – interpreted by some as the hardened urine of the 

lynx – was believed to cure. Or whether, amber’s use in drinking vessels was 

about other things entirely: Pietro Ardemanni and Eugenio Raimondi believed, 

for example, that when wine was infused with amber that the drinker would 

become “excessively drunk” and, indeed, that just a sniff of amber’s scent could 

befuddle. Drawing out amber’s use in a number of treatments, I illustrate that 

objects made of or incorporating amber were frequently an appropriate intimate 

gift in times of illness or prior to the birth of a child. I call upon contemporary 

correspondence in which this connection is made explicit to question why 

certain forms were chosen over others, asking just how closely form and 

(medical) function were related. 
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Summary 

In brief, this paper aims to extend scholarship on amber’s medical use beyond 

the world of texts, recipes, pills and potions. Its goal is to “think objectively” 

about how surviving and lost historical items reflect and communicate ideas 

about amber in the promotion of health and wellbeing, in other words to explore 

the “objective” application of theory and thought in its physical form.  


